
INSTRUCTIONS 
HOW TO ADD A NEW ORDER



 

 1. Log into the platform www.prilo.com
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2.  Click "Add new order".
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1 . Enter the exact loading address
and then select it from the list.

2. Enter the dates of availability of
the freight. In the fields below, you
can additionally enter a time
period for loading.

3. Provide additional loading
information.
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4. Enter the exact
unloading address and
then select it from the list.

5. We enter the latest
possible delivery date.
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6. Optionally, you can
provide additional
discharge information 
(next slide).
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1. Select brand.

2. Select model.

3. Select car body type.

4. Enter vehicle VIN, if you know it.

5. State whether the car is new or
used.

6. Podajemy czy auto jest jeżdżące czy niejeżdżące.
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7. By choosing "ADD ANOTHER"
add another car with the data.

8. By choosing "CLONE LAST CAR"
you can add another position filled
with the data from the position
above.

9. By choosing "IMPORT CARS
FROM XLS FILE" we can add cars
using the previously prepared file. 
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9a. Here we can download a sample file to add car data.
9b. After selecting the file and completing the data, we press "IMPORT DATA"
to upload it to the site.
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 9a. Sample file to add car data.
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10. Here you can enter additional
comments.

11. In this field you give the price
you want to pay for the order. You
can also mark whether the price is
negotiable or not.

12. In this field you enter a
payment term.

13. In this field you choose a date
until which the order will be valid.
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You can also combine several
routes/dealerships into one order.

To do this, select "ADD ANOTHER
TRANSPORT ITEM".
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Fill in the fields for the next
route for this order.

You can add multiple
routes/deallerships on a single
order.
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Below is an example of a single order with multiple routes/dealers.
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After filling in all the fields we can
publish the order.

If, while filling in, you want to save
the order to finish creating it later,
press SAVE A DRAFT.
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Challenge under
control.


